
Student 3: Low Merit 
 
The main forces involved in ice skating are friction and momentum. When used effectively 
these forces allow the ice skater to reach high speeds on the ice, and allow figure skaters to 
do complicated moves and jumps. 

Friction, the lack of friction and Newton’s Third Law allows the skater to push themselves 
forward, and to glide along the ice. Smooth ice has very little resistance, allowing the skater 
to move across the surface smoothly without friction stopping the motion as soon as it has 
begun. Because of the low level of friction, the skater must push against the ice with a force 
at a right angle to the skate blade to create friction. When they push off against the ice with 
their skates, they are applying force downwards and force backwards against the ice. 
Because the reaction is both equal and opposite, a force is supplied forwards and 
upwards (2). This propels the skaters into a glide or jump, depending on the force they 
applied, and how they applied it. Since the forward motion is only resisted by the slight 
friction of the ice, the skater can glide easily. 

In figure skating a spinning ice skater is a good example of angular momentum. Angular 
momentum applies to an object rotating about a fixed point. The amount of angular 
momentum for a spinning skater depends on three factors, the speed of rotation, their weight 
and the distribution of their mass around the centre 

A fundamental law of physics states that momentum is always conserved, which means 
unless an outside force affects an object the total momentum stays constant. Meaning when 
one aspect is changed, the other aspects change to compensate, and the total momentum 
stays constant. 

If two identical skaters were spinning and one had their arms outstretched, she would be 
going slower than the other, because there would be compensation, so greater distribution of 
mass means less speed and vice versa. However, if they were spinning at the same speed, 
then the skater with her arms out would have the greater total momentum (1). 
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